We are Spanish and German. We are passionate perfectionists. We are emotional technologists.
Everything we know, is everything you feel. We give design a purpose. We bring technology to life.
We call it TECHNOLOGY TO ENJOY. We are SEAT.

Authorized SEAT SERVICE

SEAT GENUINE
BULBS

SEAT GENUINE PARTS
SEAT committed with a line of continuous improvement of its products and services, is entitled to change without prior
warning any specifications included in this publication. 000099260TE.

Lightning up the way
seat.com

TECHNOLOGY TO ENJOY

DID YOU KNOW?

SEAT GENUINE BULBS

ADVANTAGES

To see and to be seen is vital in traffic conditions.
To achieve safe vision and detection you need first
class light sources. Even people with normal
visual capacity only have five percent of their day
time vision capacity at night.

They are available for all the lighting needs
of a SEAT car.

/ Full choice for each model.
/ Adapted to all the components
of the lighting system.
/ Reliable lighting power.
/ LongLife variants available.
/ Replacement bulb kits available.

Proper road surface lighting can only be achieved
if the lights system is working properly and is
adequately adjusted.
Main inspections show that one in five vehicles
has at least one faulty headlight and that one out
of ten vehicles has the headlights’ beam adjusted
too high.
In most of new vehicles, the headlights use H7
bulbs to provide light. They are the most powerful
lighting elements.

They are adapted to all the components of the
lighting system and offer a 100% balanced ratio
among them.
They provide permanent lighting power according
to the CEE standard up to almost the end of their
useful life, whilst cheap bulbs often get covered
with soot which reduces their lighting power
slowly but steadily.
They are available most of times both as standard
lighting elements, as in the LongLife or SuperLong-Life variant with a longer useful life. The
series equipment mainly consists of LongLife
lighting elements.
LongLife variants tend to last double the time as
standard bulbs. Dipped beam H7 LongLife
provides, for instance, an average service duration
of 1,000 hours. This helps you to save the time
and the money of having to replace them.
They are available in our replacement bulb kits
that include the most common bulbs and fuses to
take with you.

SEAT GENUINE PARTS
/ Same quality as the parts used
in vehicle manufacturing.
/ Contribute to making all the vehicle parts adapt
perfectly well to each other, therefore rendering
utmost safety, reliability and performance.

